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GeMMS Crafts and Conversation: Demystifying Comps

You are invited to a special study break this Saturday at 4:30pm in the 3rd floor CMC Lounge! Some

seniors will tell us about their experiences in comps and then answer any and all questions you have! This

is super informal and there will also be hot cocoa, tea, and snacks. If this is your first GeMMS event, or

you have been to every one this year, you are welcome!

So, whether you are a senior excited to share about the comps work you just finished or are currently

working on, a junior thinking ahead to next year, a sophomore trying to decide where you want to major in

math/stats (you totally should) or a first-year just entering your math journey, you should come!

This event is open to all. Questions? Contact MurphyKate (mmontee@).

Fun Facts: Athletes with Math PhDs

John Urschel  played  professional  football  for  the Baltimore  Ravens (2014-2016).  He has  a  PhD in

mathematics from MIT with a thesis on Graphs, Principal Minors, and Eigenvalue Problems. He admitted

after  retiring that  his  team did not  know he was a full-time graduate student.  Urschel  has  an Erdős

number of 4. 

Anna Kiesenhofer is an Austrian cyclist, mathematician and olympian. Kiesenhofer won the gold medal

in the women's individual road race at the 2020 Summer Olympics, the first Summer Olympics gold medal

for Austria since 2004 and their first cycling Olympic gold medal since 1896. She completed her PhD in

2016 at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia with her thesis on integrable systems on b-symplectic

manifolds. 

Frank  Ryan  was  a  professional  football  player  (retired)  who  played  for  the  Los  Angeles  Rams

(1958-1961), Cleveland Browns (1962-1968), and Washington Redskins (1969-1970). He also earned a

PhD from Rice in 1965. After teaching math at Case Western Reserve University, he was named director

of  information  services  for  the  U.S.  House  of  Representatives.  While  there,  he  helped  advance  the

computer  age  in  politics  by  playing  an  integral  role  in  establishing  the  body's  first  electronic  voting

system. 

Harald August Bohr (1887 – 1951) was a Danish mathematician, footballer, and brother to Nobel-prize

winning physicist Niels Bohr. Harald Bohr studied at the University of Copenhagen, where he obtained his

master's degree in 1909 and his doctorate a year later. He worked in mathematical analysis; much of his

early work was devoted to Dirichlet series. He played on the Danish national team in the 1908 Summer



Olympics, where football was an official event for the first time, winning a silver medal. In the 1930s Bohr

was  also  a  leading  critic  of  the  anti-Semitic  policies  taking  root  in  the  German  mathematical

establishment. 
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